
Skills

+ Avid Pro Tools 
+ Logic Pro 
+ IZotope RX                        
+ Waves                                                                         
+ IZotope Ozone                        
+ Compressor                                                                                                       
+ Adobe Creative Suite                           
+ Final Cut Pro

            

Education                                             
Bachelor of Science in Audio Design Technology                       
The Art Insitute of Seattle   2013 - 2016  

Associate of Applied Science in Post-Production                        
Mt. Hood Community College   2008 - 2010

Apple Certified Pro - Final Cut Pro

Audio Production   2016 - Present
Freelance.                                                                                                      

* Edited interviews to craft compelling narratives in both traditional and experimental formats, showcasing a mastery of audio 
storytelling techniques.

* Mixed and processed audio elements, skillfully balancing VoiceOver, Music, and SFX to create polished and impactful 
auditory experiences.

* Published content adhering to broadcast specifications for diverse platforms, including radio, television, and streaming 
services, ensuring optimal sound quality and delivery.

* Collaborated with producers to conceptualize and execute successful content for clients, demonstrating a strong ability to 
translate creative visions into high-quality audio productions.

Assistant Engineer   2013 - 2015
Jack Straw Cultural Center 
* Mentored visually impaired youth in the art of songwriting and recording, illustrating a commitment to inclusivity and the 
educational aspects of audio production. 

* Engineered sessions with a producer for client work, showcasing technical proficiency in recording, mixing, and mastering. 
* Assisted in set-up and signal flow for studio operation, highlighting a comprehensive understanding of studio equipment and 
workflow optimization.

Post-Production Audio Lead   2009 -2013
Gradient Productions 
* Edited audio content for internal marketing and commercial products, emphasizing storytelling through sound. 
* Spearheaded sound design and recording for post-production projects, showcasing proficiency in crafting immersive audio 
experiences.

* Transcoded, organized, and delivered media in various formats, demonstrating technical prowess and attention to detail in 
audio file management.

* Composed original music for commercials, campaigns, and live performances, showcasing a unique blend of creativity and 
technical skill in audio composition.

Awards & Memberships   
       
Bronze Telly Award - 2011     
Silver Telly Award - 2011 
Bronz Telly Award - 2010                                          
Audio Engineer Society Member 

nathanaelsams@gmail.com           

nathanaelsams.com 

Los Angeles, CA

Nathanael Sams
Audio Production                    

Experience


